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Abstract. An organization’s knowledge on its business processes represents valuable corporate knowledge because it can be used to enhance
the performance of these processes. In many organizations, documentation of process knowledge is scattered around various process information
sources. Such information fragmentation poses considerable problems if,
for example, stakeholders wish to develop a comprehensive understanding of their operations. The existence of efficient techniques to combine
and integrate process information from di↵erent sources can therefore
provide much value to an organization. In this work, we identify the
general challenges that must be overcome to develop such techniques.
This paper illustrates how these challenges should be and, to some extent, are being met in research. Based on these insights, we present three
main frontiers that must be further expanded to successfully counter the
fragmentation of process information in organizations.

1

Introduction

Corporate knowledge is recognized as a principle source of sustainable competitive advantage and value creation [3]. Process knowledge is a particular type of
corporate knowledge that relates to processes, their context, and their execution.
It is regarded as valuable corporate knowledge, because it can be used to enhance
the performance of business processes and, hence, also of organizations [23]. In
order to meet this value proposition, it is vital that process knowledge is available when needed. A significant threat to this required availability is that process
knowledge is often fragmented throughout an organization. Some is only available in the form of tacit knowledge held by specialized process participants or
domain experts [13]. Other knowledge is explicitly captured as process information, but scattered over a plethora of sources, such as documents, models, and
systems. This paper focuses on the latter category of process knowledge.
The problems resulting from the fragmentation of process information are
considerable. First, information contained in di↵erent sources potentially contradicts each other. This can result, for instance, in situations where di↵erent
stakeholders hold di↵erent expectations on what a process aims to establish and

take mutually counter-productive measures. Second, even if sources do not contradict each other, insights from multiple sources must be combined to obtain
a complete understanding of any given process. This may be quite tedious, depending on the types of sources that are attempted to be combined. Imagine, for
example, the task of combining the insights for the same process from its work
instruction, a listing of business rules, and a graphical model. So-called process
information defragmentation techniques counter these problems. They automatically detect and resolve conflicts between various sources, and also integrate
information from di↵erent sources in order to provide more comprehensive process insights.
At this point, we argue that the development of process information defragmentation techniques takes place in a haphazard way. A number of sources, such
as event logs, are being studied and harvested intensively; others are virtually
being ignored, such as policies and spreadsheets. Moreover, researchers that look
into di↵erent information sources are hardly aware of each other’s work, while
that would actually be highly beneficial to further the defragmentation process. A more thorough understanding of the challenges that are involved with
the development of process information defragmentation techniques as well as
the opportunities seem called for. Hence, it is the goal of this paper to present
a systematic view on this field. We achieve this through the identification of
the major challenges that process information defragmentation techniques must
meet, a description of the state of the art, and a way forward for the advancement
of further techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first
consider why information fragmentation exists and the problems that it causes
for organizations. Section 3 then elaborates on the types of heterogeneity across
information sources that defragmentation techniques must deal with. In Section 4, we illustrate existing approaches that consider these challenges in order
to present insights into the current state of the field. Section 5 discusses the main
shortcomings of the existing methods and considers future research directions.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Fragmented Information

The fragmentation of process-related information poses considerable problems
for organizations, yet its causes are well-understood. In Section 2.1, we consider
the factors that drive information fragmentation. Because it may be difficult or
even undesirable to root out these factors, we argue that that the better approach
is to repair the resulting defragmentation with efficient techniques. We identify
two main streams of such techniques in Section 2.2.
2.1

Causes

There are two ways in which information fragmentation can manifest itself: (i)
sources contain di↵erent information, and (ii) sources use di↵erent representation
formats.

Di↵erent information First, information fragmentation exists because di↵erent documents/records/models cover di↵erent perspectives on processes. Each
type of process documentation can be considered as a simplified description of
a process from a certain vantage point: It emphasizes particular aspects and
omits details that are not relevant to the party that created it [28]. As such, the
process description by the head of the sales department, for instance, may significantly di↵er from the technical specification used by system administrators.
In addition to di↵ering individual perspectives, there are also external sources of
process-related information that exist independently from how a company itself
characterizes its business processes [38]. Important examples include policies or
regulations, such as Basel III. Clearly, such sources often also contain important pieces of information about business processes, in particular in normative
terms [35].
Di↵erent representation formats Second, information fragmentation manifests itself through the existence of a variety of di↵erent types of information
sources. This primarily follows from di↵ering preferences of stakeholders about
the representation of process-related information. For instance, business professionals, i.e. those who actually conduct the work in the processes, are known
not to feel very confident in reading and interpreting process models [11]. They
rather prefer a verbal description, like a work instruction. Some business professionals also use spreadsheets for documenting entire business processes [29]. The
reason for such a choice is often given by the general familiarity with general
purpose tools such as Excel. Business analysts, by contrast, typically do prefer
graphical descriptions in the form of processes models [13].
Di↵erent representation formats also exist because di↵erent types of process
information come into existence through di↵erent triggers. Information sources
such as process models and text documents mainly relate to build-time activities of process models, i.e. they are created to characterize business processes.
By contrast, the information contained in other sources is created during the
run-time of a business process. For instance, event logs capture execution data
generated by users interacting with information systems. Similarly, information
recorded in spreadsheets support business process execution by providing means
to compute certain process steps. Varying information needs and the existence
of di↵erent types of sources thus result in process information being fragmented
over a variety of artifacts, comprising di↵erent representation formats.
2.2

Defragmentation tasks

Two major problems result from process information fragmentation that organizations must deal with. First, information captured in di↵erent sources can
contradict each other, potentially resulting in highly problematic situations. Second, to obtain all available information on a given process, it does not suffice
to consult a single source. To counter these issues, we identify two tasks that
process information defragmentation techniques must fulfill: (1) detecting and

resolving inconsistencies between information sources, and (2) integrating information captured in di↵erent sources.
Inconsistency detection and resolution When di↵erent information sources
relate to the same process, it is crucial to prevent conflicts in terms of contradicting information. Inconsistencies occur especially when documents are being
developed independently from each other [40]. For instance, it has been found
that di↵erent domain experts often operate with diverging assumptions on how
a process is running [13, p.158]. This results in information sources that represent multiple, possibly di↵erent expectations. The detection of di↵erences is
also crucial for comparisons of the desirable behavior of a process with its actual behavior. i.e. through checking how requirements or regulations imposed
by regulatory authorities relate to execution behavior, e.g. captured in event
logs. Thus inconsistencies must be detected and resolved to prevent possible
misinterpretation of process-related information.
Information integration As a result of process information fragmentation,
it is not sufficient to consult a single document in order to obtain all information available on a business process. Consider, for instance, two process models
related to the same business process. A process model used by managers emphasizes operational details, i.e. what has to be done. By contrast, a workflow model
representing the actual system implementation focuses on technical details, i.e.
how the process should be executed [46]. When analyzing this process, it is important to consider the details of both information sources. Otherwise analyses
are performed based on incomplete information This can result in sub-optimal
decision making and, ultimately, evaporation of valuable corporate knowledge.
To ensure that organizations can make optimal decisions, it is therefore worthwhile to integrate the information captured in multiple sources.

3

Challenges

Any process information defragmentation task depends on the ability to relate
information from di↵erent sources to each other. Without such a relation, it is not
possible to check if the information contained in di↵erent sources contradicts each
other, or to integrate this information into an all-encompassing view. To obtain
such relations, we identify two subsequent steps that represent the two main
challenges that information defragmentation techniques must always overcome.
Figure 1 visualizes these. To automatically compute a relation between processrelated information captured in di↵erent sources, this information must first be
transformed into an interpretable format. In the remainder, we refer to such
distilled information as structured process information. Second, once structured
process information has been obtained from various sources, it must be aligned
with each other. Due to di↵erences in terminology and level of detail that may
exist between various sources, this often poses a considerable challenge. In the
remainder of this section we elaborate on these two challenges.
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Fig. 1: Two challenges of process information defragmentation

3.1

Challenge 1: Extracting Structured Process Information

In order to integrate or compare process information from multiple sources, it
is essential that the information is available in compatible or equal formats.
This means that information from any source must be distilled into an interpretable and process-oriented format. While several process meta-models exist
(see e.g. [30,34]), we do not argue for the selection of a specific one. This is because the exact requirements di↵er per situation. We therefore rather say that
the distilled information should adhere to a given process meta-model that contains sufficient information for the purpose of a particular defragmentation task.
For instance, if a defragmentation technique only considers the behavioral or
control-flow perspective of a process, it suffices to be able to express the flow
of process elements that are to be executed through, e.g. sequencing, feedback
loops, and iteration [34]. In the remainder, we refer to information that adheres
to such a process meta-model as structured process information.
Extracting structured process information is relatively straightforward for
source types with an explicit, process-oriented structure such as process models and business rules. However, for information sources with a less apparent
structuring of its constituting elements, i.e. sources containing semi-structured
data, this extraction represents a significant challenge. The problem is that semistructured data can be difficult to interpret in an automated manner [6]. This
follows from the lack of an explicit, known, internal representation [8] and because it often cannot be exploited with traditional means [19].
Because each type of source has di↵erent internal representation of information, all types present their own challenges with regards to the extraction of
structured process information. For instance, for textual documents the main
challenges revolve around the identification of process model elements and their
interrelations contained in a larger text. Which phrases actually refer to the
steps that are being taken in a process and which to the actors involved in it?
Answering such questions can only be achieved by acquiring some understanding
of the textual semantics. For spreadsheets, on the other hand, it is crucial to correctly determine inter-relations between the information stored in di↵erent cells.
Some cells may refer to the various phases that can be generally distinguished
in a process, where other data may refer to execution data for specific cases.
Because of the broad variation in type-specific challenges, dedicated extraction
techniques for di↵erent types of sources must be developed. Yet, it seems crucial

to exploit advances that have been made for one source to the fullest extent for
harvesting others.
3.2

Challenge 2: Aligning Extracted Process Information

Correlating process information captured from di↵erent sources with each other
represents the second challenge for defragmentation approaches. Correspondence
links or alignments associate one or more elements from an information source
with its corresponding elements in another source [44]. Any technique that checks
for inconsistencies between sources, or attempts to integrate information captured in them, depends on such alignments. However, even if process information has been extracted into a structured form from both sources, creating this
alignment is often not trivial. Although process analysis techniques often assume
or require that extracted process model elements from multiple sources can be
directly linked [5], these assumptions are generally not applicable in practice.
Especially when information sources have been created by di↵erent stakeholders, it is highly likely that they di↵er with regard to terminology, structure, and
abstraction level.
Di↵ering terminology The usage of di↵erent vocabularies or naming schemes
often leads to terminological di↵erences between sources [43]. As an example,
consider the two activities Evaluate invoice and Check bill. In fact, these labels
may refer to the very same task. Both invoice and bill, as well as check and
evaluate, are synonyms. In order to successfully recognize this, a technique would
be required to identify semantic relationships between words.
Di↵ering grammatical structures The previously discussed reasons for terminological variety may also lead to varying grammatical structures. These pertain to sentences in documents as well as the short text labels in process models
or spreadsheets, for instance Invoice creation and Create invoice. In order to
successfully relate process concepts with such di↵ering grammatical styles, the
di↵erent part of speeches such as verbs, nouns, and adjectives must be automatically recognized.
Di↵ering abstraction levels Aside from di↵ering terminology and structure,
di↵erences may also arise due to the usage of di↵ering abstraction levels between
sources. Figure 2 presents an example of di↵erent abstraction levels that must be
resolved. While the review of an application comprises a single activity in model
(A), it consists of three di↵erent activities in model (B). The detection of such
one-to-many relationships still represents a considerable challenge for alignment
techniques [10].
These three types of di↵erences, together with the extraction of structured
process information must be addressed for any information defragmentation task
to succeed. Section 4 presents existing techniques that tackle these challenges.
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Fig. 2: Processes with di↵erent abstraction levels, from [44]

4

Overview

A variety of existing approaches already address the two main challenges of process information defragmentation techniques. In Section 4.1 we consider challenges related to the extraction of structured process information specific to
several types of sources, as well as a number of techniques that deal with them.
Section 4.2 then considers how existing techniques tackle the issues related to
the alignment of structured process information obtained from di↵erent sources.
4.1

Extracting Structured Process Information

In this section we illustrate the extraction of structured process information
from a selection of source types. The selected sources greatly di↵er in terms of
their structure (or lack thereof) and type of information they can contain. This
selection is not intended to be exhaustive. We rather aim to illustrate the broad
variety of sources that can contain valuable process information and the particular challenges that must be dealt with in order to extract this information.
For each of these source types we first consider the process-relevant information
they potentially contain. Second, we consider the major extraction challenges
specific to these sources. Finally, we introduce techniques that tackle or attempt
to tackle these challenges. Note that the vast majority of these techniques extract
structured process information in order to ultimately generate process models.
This is simply one of the most popular formats to represent process information.
Because of their general adherence to a certain process meta-model it is straightforward to conceive of the use of a comparable technique to other formats, e.g.
a textual list of the various steps the process is composed of.

Business Rules Business rules represent a crucial and widely used information
source for constraint-based process information. They are formal expressions
of business policies, regulations and common-sense constraints that make business concerns explicit and traceable [17]. A plethora of di↵erent business rules
representations formats exist, including the natural language SBVR (Semantics
of Business vocabularies and Business rules) format [42], decision tables [12],
attribute-relationship diagrams [26], and formal logics such as LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) and first order logic [9]. Business rules management (BRM) can be
regarded as complementary to BPM [48]. This is because business rules and
processes di↵er in abstraction levels [26]. Rules are also more practical to be
updated, which makes them more suitable for the modeling of dynamic process
aspects. For these reasons, business rules are sometimes regarded as the integration link between business and process modeling [28]. Their close relation to
business processes make business rules important containers of process information. Recognizing this, several works extract structured process information in
the form of process models from various business rule formats.
Existing work translates a variety of business rule representations into process
models. Methods that achieve this include ones that convert Attribute Relationship Diagrams [26], decision tables [12], and SBVR rules [17]. Because of their
formal nature and close relation to business processes, the distillation of business
process elements from business rules to is relatively straightforward. The considered approaches therefore generate high quality results that can be confidently
used for defragmentation tasks.
Spreadsheets Spreadsheets are interactive documents for the organization and
analysis of data stored in tabular form. Their use is diverse, ranging from inventory administration, to educational applications, to financial modeling [21].
Due to their intuitive usage, they can be created by a large fraction of the working population. For example, Winston [47] estimates that 90% of all analysts
in industry perform calculations in spreadsheets, while Panko found that 95%
of US firms used them for financial reports [39]. Despite their extensive usage
for business critical applications [21], spreadsheets are often ignored in business
process management contexts [29]. For example, the business process modeling
taxonomy of [16] does not include spreadsheets as a way of modeling processes.
Admittedly, Krumnow et al. [29] briefly consider the possibilities of using spreadsheets for modeling, analysis, controlling, and simulation of business processes.
Nevertheless, due to the lack of attention for spreadsheets, comprehensive insights into the kind of relevant process information spreadsheets contain and
ways to distill this, are missing.
A downside of spreadsheets is that their contents are often not intuitive to
comprehend. Users indicate that they experience difficulty understanding spreadsheets created by others [21]. This is problematic, because spreadsheet development and usage often includes multiple people [39]. This results in a situation
where many persons involved in the maintenance and usage of spreadsheets do
not fully understand the contents. A related result is that spreadsheets have

a high risk of undetected errors [22,39]. These issues call for methods that allow users to visualize the contents of spreadsheets in a process-oriented manner.
Due to the broad range of usage possibilities of spreadsheets, obtaining process
information from them in an automated manner can be considered challenging.
To extract information from spreadsheets, the underlying semantics of the
cells and their inter-relations must be understood. For this, there are two main
difficulties to overcome: (1) cell type classification, and (2) name resolution. Different cell types exists within spreadsheets. For instance [2] identifies header,
footer, data, and filler cells, whereas [20] di↵erentiates between label, data, formula, and empty cells. Once cell types have been successfully identified, appropriate labels or headers must be attached to cells capturing values or formulas.
For instance, in the data captured in Figure 3, it is important to recognize
that the label “monthly payment” relates to the values e 101,25 and e 472,56.
Although they are popular in practice, approaches that relate spreadsheets to
business process concepts are scarce.

Fig. 3: Excerpt of tabular data typically captured in spreadsheets

A notable exception is the method of [21], which visualizes computations in
Excel spreadsheets. The resulting data-flow diagrams can be used to visualize
data manipulating processes, and dependencies between data elements. While
this work is certainly promising, it focuses on a single type of process information. Due to the wide application range of spreadsheets, it seems paramount to
consider the extraction of process information from them in a broader fashion.
Text Documents Text documents are widely used throughout organizations
for a variety of purposes. On the one hand, this results from the potential of
natural language to freely express almost any type of information. On the other
hand, text documents are popular because they can be created and understood
by all stakeholders of an organization [4]. In the context of business processes,
text documents may include verbal process descriptions and protocols, laws and
regulations as well as annotations that provide additional information about a
process and its steps.
Despite their wide usage, text documents have an important downside from
an analytic point of view: Natural language can be highly ambiguous. Hence, text
documents are not always completely clear and easy to understand. As a result,
process information captured in more structured representations, such as process
models, can be easier and faster interpreted [13]. The problem of ambiguity is
amplified when texts are analyzed in an automatic manner. To handle this,

recent research has turned towards the use of natural language process (NLP)
techniques to extract structured process information from text documents.
The issues that must be addressed when extracting structured process information from natural language text are considerable. [15] presents the most
important issues found in scientific literature. A seminal problem is the mismatch between syntax and semantics in natural language. This mismatch follows
because the syntactic structure of a sentence is not directly linked to its semantics [14]. Another issue that is typical for natural language texts is the usage
of anaphoric references or anaphoras. Anaphoras are usually pronouns (“he”,
“her”, “it”) or determiners (“this”, “that”) that refer to a previously introduced
unit. For instance, the word “it” in the sentence “If it is not available, it is backordered”, only receives it meaning if we consider the sentence that precedes it:
“If a part is available, it is reserved.” Dealing with these and other challenges
related to natural language text is complex and prone to errors.
Nevertheless, a variety of methods exist that generate process models from
di↵erent types of text documents. Examples include methods for generating models from textual process descriptions [15], group stories [18], and use cases [41].
These techniques di↵er greatly in their applicability. Some (e.g. [18]) require
specific domain knowledge, for instance in the form of ontologies, while others,
such as [15], are more generally applicable.
Event Data Information systems store data related to the execution of business processes. Contrast to information captured in e.g. process models, business
rules, and text documents, which represents desired or supposed process behavior, so-called event data represents information about the reality of a process.
Process mining techniques analyze event data, captured in event logs, to discover, monitor, and improve processes [1]. An important use case of process
mining is the generation of a process model from an event log. The challenges
that these techniques must deal with are very di↵erent from the issues faced
when extraction process information from other considered sources.
An event log stores information on a case level, where every case represents
a single instance of a process execution. To distill event data into the same
abstraction level as information obtained from other types of sources, process
mining techniques must generalize instance level behavior captured in event logs.
This is achieved by process discovery techniques. The main issue that process
discovery techniques must deal with is the balance between over- and underfitting
of process models to the behavior captured in event logs. This is necessary,
because event logs can often contain noisy or exceptional behavior, that may
obscure the understandability of a generated process model [7].
A plethora of process discovery techniques have been developed that address
this problem in many di↵erent ways. Due to the widespread attention that process mining has received over the past decade, these techniques can be considered
to be far more mature than extraction techniques of other types of information
sources. We therefore refer the interested reader to e.g. [1] for broader insights
into the di↵erent types of process discovery algorithms.

4.2

Aligning Extracted Process Information

Challenge 2 recognizes that to compare or combine process information from different sources, alignments must be created between the process concepts stored
in them. So-called matchers aim to achieve this in an automated manner. In
order to succeed, matchers must address the issues introduced in Section 3.2:
di↵erences in terminology, grammatical structures, and abstraction levels.
To deal with terminological di↵erences, e.g. Evaluate invoice and Check bill,
semantic similarity (i.e. synonymous relations) between words must be identified.
In prior work, this turned out to be a major challenge in business process contexts
despite the existence of frequently employed tools that support the identification
of synonyms [31]. This is because popular tools, such as WordNet [37], do not
contain the full range of vocabulary that occurs in organizational documents.
Hence, many terms cannot be related simply because there are not part of the
available taxonomy. Therefore, better strategies to measure semantic similarity
have to be identified in the future. Promising directions may, for instance, include
co-occurrence based techniques such as DISCO [27]. They are based on text
corpora and, hence, can be trained on any large text collection.
Business process concepts captured in di↵erent information sources may also
exhibit di↵erences in labeling or grammatical styles. To recognize that labels
such as Invoice creation and Create invoice, relate to the same activity, partsof-speech, e.g. verbs and objects, must be identified in these labels. While there
are precise techniques available to analyze full natural language sentences (see
e.g. [25]), techniques for analyzing short process model text labels have not yet
reached the same level of maturity [32]. Current solutions are based on rules and
heuristics, rather than statistical models. These models, however, are notably
successful in generic natural language parsers [24]. Hence, it might be a promising
direction to transfer those concepts from standard natural language processing
tools to the analysis of short text labels.
Di↵erences in abstraction levels used to describe process concepts pose the
third class of problems for the creation of alignments. To take on these situations,
matchers must recognize situations where a concept in one information source
represents a sub-part of a larger concept contained in another source. Although
there are taxonomies such as the MIT process handbook [36] or WordNet [37]
that define part-of-relationships, their applicability is again limited by the low
coverage of the variety of terms that are contained in business documents. Hence,
also in this direction novel solutions are required. To work around the lack of
appropriate taxonomies, some matchers, e.g. [31,33,45], turn towards the context
in which activities occur. Namely, they exploit the structural relations between
process concepts in order to match activities based on similar neighboring elements. Consider, for instance, the two models contained in Figure 2, the relation
between the middle activity in model (A) and the three activities in model (B),
becomes very clear when the context of the activities is considered. This is because both sets of activities are preceded and succeeded by similar (even equal)
activities.

Despite the incorporation of aforementioned, sophisticated techniques to deal
with the challenges of process alignment, the quality of matchers still leaves room
for improvement. This is illustrated by the results of the Process Model Matching
Contest 2013, in which seven matchers from di↵erent research groups tried to
solve the same matching problem [10]. The best technique only achieved an fmeasure of 0.45. This highlights that the alignment of process concepts is a very
relevant and open challenge that impedes successful information defragmentation.

5

Discussion

The previous sections outlined the major challenges to be met, and how existing techniques are meeting these to support information defragmentation. To
advance the state of these techniques, we identify three main frontiers where
further developments are needed.
First, many of the extraction methods considered in Section 4.1 represent
preliminary approaches that leave plenty of room for improvement. On the one
hand, this results from the limited scope that methods take into consideration.
The majority of methods focus only on control-flow information, while other
perspectives, e.g. organizational and data perspectives, are largely ignored. On
the other hand, the quality of the results obtained through existing techniques
is in some cases low. This is especially the case for sources with a less explicit
structure, such as text documents and spreadsheets, that pose considerable information extraction challenges. As a result, existing techniques yield sub-optimal
results. We therefore argue that in many cases it is necessary to improve upon
the quality of existing methods for extracting structured process information
from semi-structured sources.
Quality issues also manifest themselves with respect to approaches to align
extracted process information from various sources. As seen in Section 4.2, even
matchers designed to deal with information from homogeneous source types, i.e.
process model matchers, achieve far from perfect results. We therefore argue to
further develop the quality of existing matchers as a second frontier, despite the
sophisticated techniques already incorporated in them.
Finally, we note the lack of comprehensive insights into process information
sources that are available within organizations. To overcome this, it is important
to identify which sources are available within organizations, and how these can
be used for process information defragmentation. The information sources considered in Section 4.1 represent a set of important and widely available source
types, but they merely provide an illustration of the variety of sources that contain process information. Furthermore, even for these known sources, comprehensive insights into their usability for information defragmentation are missing.
Particularly, source types with a broad range of uses, namely text documents
and spreadsheets, can contain process-related information in a large variety of
forms. This lack of insights impedes the results achievable by process information
defragmentation since important information may remain unconsidered.

6

Conclusions

The fragmentation of process information is a major issue that impedes the ability of organizations to obtain value from their documented process knowledge.
Through the insights presented in this work, we have demonstrated the relevance
of extraction and matching techniques to tackle problems caused by process information fragmentation. Despite the existence of various techniques to tackle
these issues, there is a window of opportunity to improve upon the state of art.
We have noted that the problems related to information fragmentation in
business process contexts have not yet been investigated in a systematic manner.
Therefore, with this work we aimed to structure the challenges that impede process information defragmentation techniques. This resulted in actionable steps
that any defragmentation technique faces. To further advance this field, we identified several major development frontiers. First, we argue for the importance of
improved and new techniques for the extraction and alignment of process information from various sources. Aside from those directions, an important driver
for future research is the lack of a comprehensive overview of relevant information sources. In the end we hope that this work sets the stage for future e↵orts
to resolve the fragmentation of documented knowledge on business processes.
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